
 

REFUSE THE HOUR 
 

Creative Process 
 
An Introduction by William Kentridge 

A projection on a ceiling. Audience members can see the images by leaning their heads back and looking up; or by 
looking down into the small mirrors they each hold. The archive of images held in the air can be brought down to the 
private view. This is the starting point for our project. The ceiling projection was abandoned (we did not find the 
right ceiling). The idea was consigned to ‘the room of failures’, yet to be constructed. 
 
Another starting point. An invitation by the Paris institution Laboratoire, to do a project with a scientist. A series of 
conversations with Peter Galison commenced (ongoing). The project changed from the pre-history of relativity to a 
general consideration of time. 
 
A third alternative starting point. An invitation, and a beautiful bombed shell of a theatre, from dOCUMENTA. It was 
the right place to expand the consideration and making of the project on time. (The beautiful bombed theatre 
disappeared – to hold the air-conditioning unit of a new hotel.) 
 
A fourth starting point. An interest in working with the dancer Dada Masilo. The desire and the intention needed a 
subject. A particle collision. The conversation with the scientist became a duet for movement and voice. 
 
A fifth starting point. From the conversations with Peter Galison, a series of ideas and metaphors erupted, each idea 
needing to become materialised. Synchronicity into projected metronomes. Time into sound. A need to follow the 
metaphors and make them visible, audible. 
 
A sixth starting point. A team assembled. Philip Miller (composer), to turn time into sound. Catherine Meyburgh 
(video editor), to orchestrate the projected images. Jonas Lundquist, to make mechanical (a bellows and a bicycle 
wheel) the principles of relativity. Christoff Wolmarans and Louis Olivier to do the same (a bicycle wheel and a 
megaphone). Sabine Theunissen (scenic designer) to make the context for the machines, the dance, the music, the 
projections. Greta Goiris (costume designer) to find the language in cloth and clothes for what had become an opera. 
Luc de Wit, to find the orchestration of the stage movements of the actors and musicians. And then an ancillary 
team of musicians, singers and organisers. 
 
Until there was more team than project – and then the project filled the gaps. 
 
William Kentridge 
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Two Questions to Philip Miller, Composer 
 
You have composed the music for/with William Kentridge for several of his projects. More specifically for The Refusal 
of Time, how would you describe the collaborative process? What was the starting point? 
 
The collaborative process with William often starts with a conversation about a text or a piece of music or an image 
that he has in his mind at the start of the project. In the case of The Refusal of Time, several conversations had 
started simultaneously. We had started to find a musical language for a film about a group of metronomes, playing 
out of sync with each other in his series, Carnets d’ Egypte at the Louvre. This idea of a polyphony of ‘tempi’ seemed 
to have set us on a musical path. 
 
But then William also played me the beautifully lyrical song Spectacle du Rose by Berlioz. Using a two-bar fragment 
from this song, I developed a composition with the singer Anne Masina, which explored human anger and rage. It 
became a furious ‘protest song’ which played with the notion of resistance against the tyranny of time. As I worked 
with Anne in the recording studio, she made a particular exclamatory utterance in Zulu, something close to ‘ah-ah!’ 
(a literal translation in English would be ‘no-no!’). This aural gesture seemed to connect to the very heart of the idea 
of the refusal of time.  
 
The music of Berlioz and others will become part of the final composition. Machines playing piano and drums are 
mixed with lyrical voices, a chorus and other experimental musicians. You play with such freedom with these ‘high 
and low’ cultural repertoires. How would you describe the nature of your music? 
 
As a composer in South Africa, I am constantly working across musical genres and languages which jostle up against 
each other. I am often very curious to see how the barriers break down between the so-called ’high’ art forms of 
classical music, and other musical styles, whether it be African drumming or a Zulu a cappella choir, like the Thulisa 
Brothers Choir who participated in the workshop. 
 
This impetus to mix different musical languages together is not for the sake of some kind of utopian musical dream. 
It is, rather, to play with the way sounds constantly collide with each other in our everyday world. The notion of a 
discreet ‘musical sound or language’ seems to me very artificial. Living in a city like Johannesburg, a perfectly normal 
musical sound-world is me driving in my car, listening to Schubert piano sonatas and being interrupted by the 
hooting of irate taxi drivers, cars next to me playing traditional rap music called kwaito on the car stereo, a street 
evangelist preaching in the street to his congregation and, above me, I hear the sounds of the raucous, hadeda birds 
in the sky. 
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